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Kru
ugman on (or m
maybee off)) Kee n
Paul Kru
ugman has ju
ust commentted (twice) oon my most recent blog about my papper for INET. In one
sense, I’m delighted. The Neocla
assical Establlishment (yes Paul, you’re part of thee Establishment) has
es, so it’s goo
od to see enggagement rather
ignored non-Neoclasssical researchers like mee for decade
than wilful (or more probably blind) ignoran ce of alternaative approacches.
Figure 1: K
Krugman's firstt piece

There is a bizarre asyymmetry in economics:
e
ccritics of Neo
oclassical eco
onomics likee myself read
d
Neoclasssical literature avidly, no
o because wee agree with it—far from it—but becaause we feell obliged
to underrstand why they
t
hold to their counteerfactual view
ws on the economy.
Most Neeoclassical ecconomists, on
o the other hand, don’t even botherr to considerr critics within their
own ran
nks—let alone critics from
m without. Soo to have a paper
p
referre
ed to is definnitely a plus.
In anoth
her sense, I’m
m appalled, because
b
Kruggman’s comm
ments put on
n display thaat very ignora
ance of
Neoclasssical literature—let alone
e of alternattive economiic thought.
For instaance, Paul reefers to manyy of the proppositions in my
m blog (it’s clear that hee hadn’t read
d the
paper on
n which it is based) as “a
assertions abbout what is crucial,
c
without much exxplanation off why
these th
hings are cruccial.”
One of tthese “asserttions” is the key role of t he change in
n debt—rather than savinng out of currrent
income—
—in financing investment.
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Well Paul, in that paper you will find references to the extensive theoretical and empirical literature
from which that assertion was derived. I could start with non-Neoclassical authors like Schumpeter,
but let’s lead with someone from within The Citadel (as Alan Kirman once called the Neoclassical
orthodoxy: Alan Kirman, 1989, p. 126): Eugene Fama. The “assertion” that the change in debt was
the main source of funding for investment was confirmed by Fama and French in a pair of empirical
papers:
The source of financing most correlated with investment is long term debt. The correlation
between I and dLTD is 0.79… These correlations confirm the impression ... that debt plays
a key role in accommodating year-by-year variation in investment.” (Eugene F. Fama and
Kenneth R. French, 1999, p. 1954)
“Debt seems to be the residual variable in financing decisions. Investment increases debt,
and higher earnings tend to reduce debt.” (in an unpublished draft of the same paper).
Or consider Alan Holmes’s crucial paper in 1969, in which he fought an unsuccessful campaign
against the later experiment in Monetarism (far from being a “strict Monetarist”, as Paul jibes at one
point, I and my Post-Keynesian colleagues and forebears take money seriously while simultaneously
being trenchant critics of Friedman’s simplistic Monetarism—see for example Nicholas Kaldor,
1982). Holmes, then Senior Vice-President of the New York Federal Reserve, noted that the key
Monetarist policy prescription of regulating the economy by “a regular injection of reserves” was
based on “a naïve assumption” about the nature of the money creation process:
The idea of a regular injection of reserves—in some approaches at least—also suffers from
a naïve assumption that the banking system only expands loans after the System (or
market factors) have put reserves in the banking system. In the real world, banks extend
credit, creating deposits in the process, and look for the reserves later. (Alan R. Holmes,
1969, p. 73)
Holmes would turn in his grave at Krugman’s naïve assertion, half a century later, that banks need
deposits before they can lend:
If I decide to cut back on my spending and stash the funds in a bank, which lends them out
to someone else, this doesn’t have to represent a net increase in demand. (Paul Krugman,
2012)
As Randy Wray observed, that is “the description of a loan shark, not a bank”—or of a hypothetical
world in which banks need deposits before they can lend. In the real world, as Holmes points out
above, bank lending creates deposits. That’s why banks matter in macroeconomics, and it’s not
“Banking Mysticism” to point this out: it is “Banking Armchair Theorism” to ignore them in
macroeconomics.
Neoclassical economists have ignored this point for decades, which is why you have to look to the
non-Neoclassical literature to truly understand money creation and the crucial role of banks.
Schumpeter put it clearly during the last Depression: he described the view that Krugman puts
today, that investment (which is what the most important class of borrowers do) is financed by
savings, as “not obviously absurd”, but clearly secondary to the main way that investment was
financed, by the “creation of purchasing power by banks … out of nothing”. This is not “Banking
Mysticism”: this is double-entry bookkeeping:
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Eveen though th
he conventional answer tto our questiion is not obviously absuurd, yet there
e is
ano
other metho
od of obtainin
ng money foor this purposse, which … does
d
not preesuppose the
e
existence of accumulated results of preevious develo
opment, and
d hence may be considered
ailable in str ict logic. Thiss method of obtaining m
money is the
as tthe only onee which is ava
creeation of purrchasing pow
wer by bankss… It is alwa
ays a question, not of traansforming
purrchasing pow
wer which allready existss in someone
e's possessio
on, but of thee creation off
new
w purchasing power outt of nothing. (Joseph Alois Schumpeter, 1934, p. 73)
Figure 2: K
Krugman's seco
ond piece

Why doees it matter that
t
“once you include bbanks, lendin
ng increases the
t money ssupply”? Simply,
becausee the endogeenous increasse in the stocck of moneyy caused by the banking ssector creating new
money is a far largerr determinan
nt of changess in aggregatte demand than changess in the veloccity of an
d in reverse, the reductio
on in demand
d caused by borrowers re
epaying
unchangging stock off money. And
debt ratther than speending is the
e cause of thee downturn we are now in—and of t he Great Depression
too.
Figure 3 shows the ratios
r
of private and pub lic debt to GDP in Americca from 19200 till now. No
onneoclasssical econom
mists like mysself, Michaell Hudson, An
nn Pettifor, th
he late Wynnne Godley, Randy
R
Wray an
nd many otheers (see Dirkk J Bezemer, 2009, and Edward
E
Fullbrook, 2010 fo
for fuller listss of
those who warned of
o this crisis before
b
it happpened--inclu
uding of course Nouriel RRoubini, Dea
an Baker,
Robert SShiller, and Peter
P
Schiff) were
w
shoutinng that the post-1993 exxplosion in pprivate debt was
w
unsustaiinable, and would
w
necessarily lead too a crisis whe
en its rate off growth slow
wed (let alon
ne
turned n
negative), for years beforre the crisis bbegan (my fiirst academicc warning off the dangerss of
rising prrivate debt iss shown as SK
K1, and my fiirst public waarning that a crisis was im
mminent is shown
s
as
SK2 on Figure 3). Wee were ignore
ed, in large ppart because
e only Neocla
assical econoomists like Krrugman,
nspan had th
he ear of the public and politicians.
p
Bernankke and Green
Now thee crisis is the defining eco
onomic evennt of our time
es, and yearss after it beggan, the onlyy period
to which
h the recent boom and bust in the prrivate debt to
o GDP ratio can
c be comppared is the Great
G
Depresssion.
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Figure 3: Aggregate Private and Public Debt
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Yet Neoclassical economists like Krugman continue to assert that the aggregate level of private debt,
and changes in that level, are macroeconomically irrelevant, when even casual empiricism implies
that changes in the aggregate level of private debt are associated with Depressions.
So while I welcome any Neoclassical economist at the forthcoming INET conference taking up
Krugman’s call (“I hope someone in Berlin presses Keen on all this”), in reality Paul, empirically
oriented non-Neoclassical economists like myself are the ones challenging the unsupported
assertions of Neoclassical economics—not the other way round.
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